Monday (30/03/2020)

Picture on p.77. Who is Jay, Gwen, Olivia and Holly?

- On the left side you can see Jay. He is photobombing. In the middle you can see Olivia, who is wearing a beautiful red dress. On the left next to her is Gwen and on the right of Olivia is Holly.

Tuesday (31/03/2020)

p.78/2b.)

- Jay had photobombed the Tudor photo as a Victorian.
- You could see the photo equipment in the background.
- Somebody had forgotten a plastic bottle on the left and a blue bag on the right.
- You could see Gwen’s yellow modern shoe from under her dress.
- Jim has zoomed in on the scene and cropped out the modern objects.
- You could see Holly’s green watch, which is also from the wrong period. Jim has edited it out.
- Holly has drawn her dress over her plaster cast.
- The changes to the photo were important to make the scene look real.

wb. p.49/19 a.) + b.) + c.)

19 Historical Film Week at the Star Cinema

a) Read these cinema tips. Then find the synonyms (>) or opposites (<>>) of these words in the text.
Write in your exercise book. Use a dictionary for help if necessary.

- description = at the same time = supporters = murderer = extremely clever =
- be successful = calm and quiet = is allowed to = peace =
- give attention and love to =

b) Write down synonyms (>) or opposites (<>>) for these words.

1. confident (l.11) — shy
2. to concentrate on (l.25) — to focus on

c) Write ‘A’ (Elizabeth) and/or ‘B’ (Current War) next to the descriptions for each film.

1. B  Somebody is extremely ambitious.
2. A  Somebody is extremely violent.
3. A, B There’s an unhappy relationship between a man and a woman.
4. A  People from different countries work together.
Correct order of events:

C → B → H → D → G → F → A → E